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ABSTRACT



Table 1.



Comparison of different memory technologies Memory DRAM FLASH SRAM MRAM technology 1 FGT 6T 1T MTR Cell structure 1T/Cap Cell size 0,14 0,2 0,65 0,34 (130n, µ²) Write energy < 200pJ ~ 200 pJ < 100 pJ < 100 pJ



Emergent technologies such as magnetic tunneling junction (MTJ), used in MRAM design are compatible with CMOS conventional processes and can be used in configurable circuits. This type of memory seems to be interesting for programmable applications in order to limit configuration time and power consumption required at each power up of the device. FPGA configuration memory is distributed all over the device and each point has to be readable independently from each other, that is why the approach is different from the classical memory array one. In this paper a first FPGA architecture based on MTJ-SRAM cells is described.
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MRAM process (like Flash process) requires dedicated steps, but these ones can occur after the standard CMOS process because MTJ are laid over the CMOS (“above IC”) avoiding area overhead. MTJ cells can be organised as a regular RAM. Architecture, based on unbalanced flip flop structure, are proposed and evaluated in the next sections. The second section describes the MRAM architecture principle in order to introduce the problem raised for programmable devices approach (reading of memory points independent from each other). The third section proposes a CMOS structure to read MRAM cell. Section four describes different LUT architectures for real time reconfigurable (RTR) approaches. The goal of this paper is to present a new RTR FPGA architecture using MTJ cells. Main advantages of this structure are density, non volatility and dynamical reconfiguration.



1. INTRODUCTION Most FPGAs are currently SRAM based. Configuration memory is distributed throughout the device and organised as a shift register. Data are serially loaded, that is why configuration time may be long. In order to limit this time, devices can be developed with several SRAM shift registers, permitting both parallel load of the configuration bit stream and partial dynamic reconfiguration. Some FPGAs and CPLDs use flash memory. This type of memory provides non volatility. However flash can be organised as a standard memory (with sense amplifier, address decoder…) and serially loaded into distributed SRAM, using the shift register scheme. Thanks to the redundancy of the memory, shadowed dynamic reconfiguration can be operated on such a chip. Indeed, flash can be programmed while the device still run using information stored into the SRAM. Distribution of the flash all over the device raises new technological constraints. An alternative can be found using Magnetic RAM which features seems to be interesting compared to other technologies (Table 1) for programmable applications. Indeed, announced MRAM features are interesting: high timing performance, high density integration, reliable data storage, low power consumption, endurance [1].
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2. MRAM ARCHITECTURE



2.1. Magnetic Tunneling Junction MTJ cell is made of 2 thin ferromagnetic layers separated by an ultra thin non-magnetic one (oxide layer). Relative magnetic orientation of these layers is used to store
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information. Both of these layers’ magnetic orientation can be changed applying a magnetic field towards the junction by means of two current lines. One layer’s magnetic orientation is pinned and used as a reference, the other one is free and can be changed during the functioning of the memory. Relative magnetic orientation of the two layers exhibits two different values of equivalent resistance Magnetic remanence of the ferromagnetic elements provides non-volatility.



Resistance
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(TMR),
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defined



by



ΔR R AP − RP . This TMR can vary from = R RP



40% up to 220%[4] depending on the process used to realize the MTJ. The resistance of the MTJ is strongly related to the thickness of the oxide layer (ranging from 1 – 2 nm), varying from 3kΩ to 1MΩ [5]. This value also depends on the voltage applied to the junction (figure 3).



2.2. Classic MRAM architecture A Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM) is made of 2 arrays of write lines: one of bit lines that are perpendicular to word lines in the second array. MTJ are positioned at the cross point of these lines as shown in figure 1. Contrary to read lines, these ones are not in contact with the MTJ. Read lines can apply a current through the MTJ. Read and write mechanisms are detailed in the next paragraph.



Fig. 1.



Fig. 3.



In order to avoid the deviations introduced by these phenomena, the MTJ voltage should not exceed the range 200mV +200mV. Resistance can be evaluated sending current through the junction and measuring the MTJ voltage. It is not possible to use the same lines that are used for the write operation because these lines should not be in contact with each other, that is why at least one of the write lines should not be in contact with the MTJ. In our context, each point has to be readable independently from the others, which is why the solution uses a selection transistor (Figure 4) which allows the current to go through the selected MTJ and to discriminate which MTJ has to be read.



MRAM architecture [2]



2.2.1. Write operation In order to write information in the MTJ, a current is applied on the write lines [3], as shown on figure 2. Write line 1 Ir sense read current Read lines



Resistance and current evolution with MTJ (CoFe) voltage variation [6]



Write line 2 I1



Write line 2 Write line 1



I2



Read lines Fig. 2.



MRAM cell : general principle



‘1’



Indeed, the current applied on the write lines generates a magnetic field around these lines. At the cross point of the write lines, the magnetic field (resulting from the composition of the two fields) is high enough to change the magnetic orientation of the free layer allowing discrimination of the different MTJ and permitting to write only one of them at a time. The pinned layer requires higher current than the free one to be oriented, which is why this layer is polarized only once. 2.2.2. Read operation Equivalent resistance Rp (parallel – low resistance) and Rap (anti-parallel – high resistance) represent respectively the logic states ‘0’ and ‘1’. The ratio between these two resistances is characterised by the Tunneling Magneto



Fig. 4.



MTJ read mechanism



A structure is then required to determine whether the stored value is ‘1’ or ‘0’. Different structures have been proposed and evaluated. 3. SINGLE CELL READ STRUCTURE



3.1. Description The main difference between a standard RAM and the FPGA approach consists in the fact that each memory point
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has to be readable independently from each other, that is why we tried to evaluate a structure which is able to read a single cell. Indeed, in programmable devices, each memory point can be used to drive logic or interconnect; it is strongly different from classical memory design architecture. The structure we tried to evaluate (unbalanced flip flop) is depicted in figure 5 [7]. Transistors in this structure have to be sized as small as possible in order to be efficient (in term of silicon area) because this structure will be duplicated to each MTJ cell.



these blocks. For instance, SRAM cells are used in switch matrix to drive pass gate transistor. We propose now new LUT/switch architecture based on MTJ cells. 4.1. LUT architecture Lookup table’s purpose is to implement boolean functions. Indeed, truth table is stored into a RAM, and a multiplexing tree driven by the inputs sets the corresponding value to the output as shown in figure 6.
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Q (to switch) ‘1’ (‘0’) MN2 I1



Sense Rp (Rap)



Rap (Rp)



I2



Fig. 6.



In classic FPGA, LUT are SRAM based. For instance, 186 transistors are required for a 4 inputs SRAM based LUT. Non volatility can be provided using magnetic memory. Different structures of LUT have been proposed and evaluated. 4.1.1. RTR-LUT The first one simply consists in replacing the standard SRAM point by a single unbalanced flip flop structure. Thanks to the fact that MTJ are laid over the CMOS (figure 1), this design is smaller (in term of number of transistors). Indeed, the structure requires only 5 transistors for a single memory point whereas SRAM memory point is made of 6 transistors. A 4 inputs LUT requires 170 transistors. Moreover it allows masked reconfiguration (dynamic reconfiguration). 4.1.2. Merged LUT The second solution proposed consists in considering the fact that the structure shown on figure 7 is a multiplexer. In this case the first multiplexer stage is merged with the reading structure.



GND



Fig. 5.



Classical SRAM based LUT



MRAM based unbalanced Flip Flop



In this structure, a reference cell and only one MTJ could be used instead of two MTJ, but TMR is too small and the structure too much sensitive to process variation to determine the correct value. Moreover, two complementary cells are required because process variations of the magnetic junctions are important implying strong variation of equivalent resistance value. 3.2. Principle Information to be read has to be established in the MTJs. During a read phase, the MN3 transistor acts as a short circuit, as a consequence, the two cross coupled inverters are pulled to a meta stable operating point. The meta stable point can be moved by the two complementary MTJ cells moving it closer to one of the stable points. Then, when the Sense signal is released, the structure will move to the closest stable point. After this read cycle, the value considered is stored in the flip flop and can be used as many times as required. Once information is stored into the flip-flop, MTJ can be written without altering the functioning of the device. This structure provides the dynamical reconfiguration possibility.
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4. MRAM BASED CLB AND SWITCH MATRIX
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On programmable devices, configuration bit stream is often stored in SRAM cells in order to configure digital blocks: CLB (configurable logic block) and interconnect between



A



Fig. 7.
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flip flop based multiplexer



5. CONCLUSION



Indeed, A and Ā inputs determine which couple of MTJs will be read during next read cycle. Only 116 transistors are required for a 4 inputs LUT. Overlaid MTJ size is not taken into account. But the structure is not as flexible as the previous one: each time A will change, a read cycle has to occur for the value to be available on the outputs; moreover this structure does not allow shadowed reconfiguration as the previous one. VDD 4.1.3. Selection logic LUT MP2
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Fig. 8.
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This unbalanced flip flop structure seems to be interesting in FPGA design, because • After a sense cycle, the value is stored in the flip-flop and can be used as many times as required. • Stored data are remanent because of the non-volatility property of the MTJ. • Moreover when the device is operating, Rap and Rp can be written, because previous value is stored in the flip-flop and can be used during a write cycle. But this structure is strongly sensitive to the dispersions which have to be considered for the design of the structure.



R42



flip flop based multiplexer tree



A major drawback of this structure is that a read cycle has to be performed each time the LUT inputs change. Only the first structure (RTR-LUT) can provide shadowed dynamic reconfiguration, the others require a sense cycle for each input change. Choice of the structure to be used depends on the features required for the programmable device. 4.2. Switch matrix Switch matrix are used to route signals to the correct destination. In SRAM based FPGA, interconnection are made by transistors which gates are driven by SRAM points. The transistors are organised as shown on figure 9 for one track connection. UFF



UFF UFF



UFF



UFF Fig. 9.



UFF



switch matrix and switch point



One more time, the simplest way to provide non volatility on the interconnections is to replace SRAM points by unbalanced flip flop based structure. The solution provides non volatility without area overhead (30 transistors instead of 36 with classical SRAM). Surface of a switch is about 60µ² using 130nm CMOS process.
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